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GRAND
S T ORY J O YCE G I O N ET
P H OT OG R AP H Y
J A S O N H A RT O G

affair
EVERY HOME MAHZAD
HOMES BUILDS GETS
A GRAND ENTRANCE
– IN MORE WAYS THAN
ONE! THIS HOME’S NOD
TO FRENCH LUXURY
IS UNMISTAKABLE.
TORONTO HOME DESIGNER
GIORGIO LOLOS OF
GIORGIO LOLOS DESIGNS

GETS KUDOS FOR ITS
PERFECT PETIT CHÂTEAU
APPEAL. ALTHOUGH THE
LOT IS 60 BY 120 FEET,
THIS IS A HOUSE ON A
GRAND SCALE. Continued on page 46

LEFT: The dramatic
open riser
staircase sits under
a spectacular
skylight.
OPPOSITE: The
formal living room
is layered with
details, from the
intricate mouldings
to the gold
accents. It’s the
perfect backdrop
for a pirouette.
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ABOVE: Buff limestone on the home’s exterior holds
traditional and timeless appeal. BELOW LEFT: Visitors are
wowed from the moment they step through the front door.
BELOW RIGHT: A deep, moody hue adds an air of masculinity
to the home office.

L

Limestone has been used in building
French châteaux for hundreds of years.
So perhaps it’s no surprise that in a
variation on a theme, buff limestone
was also the choice for this exterior. The
gold-tone lamp lighting looks fabulous
against the smooth stone panels. The
front garden recalls a formal jardin à la
française on a petite scale. Symmetry
and order rule over clipped boxwood
hedges, small trees and leafy greenery.
Elements like concrete, natural stone,
wrought iron, stone pots and terraced
parterres make up the hardscaping – a
perfect walk-up to the grand entrance.
Interviewing Mahzad, you realize
that she’s a seasoned pro in visualizing
the big picture, but she truly lives for
the details, many inspired by her travels.
Ultra-modern elements neighbour
the traditional throughout the house
and neither looks out of place. The
windows were an element inspired
by the St. Regis Hotel in New York.

The rotunda’s dome is breathtaking,
but small details like millwork and
moulding have also been given exquisite
attention: appliqués over doors, leaves
and scrolls on wall panels and the
unexpected, like the carved orb over the
living room’s arch. There isn’t a corner
of the house that hasn’t been treated to
detail. There isn’t a dark corner either –
window size and placement (Sunrise
Window and Door Systems Inc.)
have maximized natural light. In the
kitchen (Arthaus Millwork), 10-foot
antique mirrored doors were mounted
to look like furniture. Panelling matches
that in the living and dining rooms. The
four-inch solid-walnut floating staircase
with open risers is eye-catching. The
solid island is topped with thick slabs
of snow white Calacatta marble. “I
like to use walnut. I love everything
about it, the grain, the softness, the
colour. Stained or not, it always looks
rich,” Mahzad says. Continued on page 49

ABOVE: The dining
room is sleek and
chic with integrated
wine cabinets and
glimmers of gold.
LEFT: Graphic details
are everywhere, like
the shape of the chairs
and the decorative
trim on the drapes.
RIGHT: Mahzad chose
furnishings and fixtures
that tie the details
throughout together.

“VARYING TONES
AND LAYERING HELP
BALANCE THINGS
OUT AND IS EASIER
ON THE EYE.”
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Sourced at Marble Granite
Depot, custom-cut Thassos and
Crema Marfil marble were paired
with Imperial Brown marble on the
floors; the veining a nice complement
to the walnut floors throughout by
Chestnut Flooring. Brass inlay on
floors delivers added luxe. Statuettes
play a role in the old-world luxury
vibe, all from Lladró. Mahzad is
fond of gold tones and she says it
turns individual spaces into “little
pieces of heaven.” There are at least 10
shades throughout the house. “Why
so many?” we asked. “Too much of a
single tone would be tacky, we’re not
trying to replicate Versailles. Varying
tones and layering help balance things
out and is easier on the eye.”
She talks about her use of blue and
purple, the dominant accent colours.
“They break up the black and white
and are a great complement to gold.”
Blue is universally loved, so that was
an easy choice for accent chairs, the
dining room, the sassy little chair
in the rotunda and accent cushions.
Purple is a royal colour and while
it suits this house, Mahzad admits
“it can be a dangerous colour for a
designer to use because not everyone
likes it.” She’s used it sparingly.
Continued on page 50

TOP: With rooms that open into each other, the repetition of curves
in the island, over the sink and in the window inlays unify the space.
ABOVE: The gold pendant over the island is an elegant touch.
RIGHT: Mirrored doors reflect the beauty in the details of the space.
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM LEFT: In this kitchen, gold and brass details are
used to add drama and personality. MIDDLE: Curved mullions add
architectural detail. RIGHT: The Iridescent mosaic-tiled backsplash
shimmers in the light.
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The late Christopher Guy remains one
of her favourite designers and except for the
Caracole diamond-shaped table in the living
room and the primary bedroom furniture,
the rest of the furniture is all Guy. He grew
up on the French Riviera, home to artists and
writers and a playground for the uber-rich.
His classic-meets-quirky-contemporary
French vibe works well here. The feminine
“Chris-Cross” chair leg is his signature. Once
you’ve seen it, you’ll recognize it anywhere.

His furniture is often used on movie sets. In
the living room, the mod gold chairs have
sleek Lamborghini-style lines. In the office,
look up! That waffle ceiling is mirrored, a
detail that makes the space appear lighter and
larger. The chic finish used in the panelling
could be mistaken for stucco, but it’s textured
wallpaper with a hint of glitz. When it comes
to design, many of us are afraid to leave our
comfort zones, but occasionally we should. It
makes the process and the outcome more fun.

ABOVE: Flooring set in a
herringbone design and
trimmed with a contrasting
border creates old-world
charm. TOP RIGHT: A
rotunda on the second floor
is topped with a stained
glass skylight. It’s a beautiful
architectural feature.
BOTTOM RIGHT: A barrel
vaulted ceiling adds height to
the sitting area.

“I LOVE DESIGN.
I WANT MY
HOMES TO BE
AS TIMELESS AS
POSSIBLE.”

Continued on page 52
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C AB I N ET RY
CO UN T ERTO PS
FI X T UR ES
TILE
OFFE RING T UR N-K E Y K IT CHE N
+ BAT H RE NOVAT IONS

www.lskc.ca

F R O M C I T Y TO COT TAG E
Yes, that’s the classic Benjamin Moore
Cloud White on walls. “It’s a colour I’ve been
using for many years – lots of beige and cream
in it, which makes it dreamy, like a big bowl
of whipped cream,” Mahzad laughs.
Lighting is bold and mostly gold

tone, much of it sourced at Fine Art
Handcrafted Lighting. In the rotunda, the
Allegri Crystal chandelier is 12 feet of rod and
10 feet of fixtures. Mahzad met the designer
in Las Vegas and commissioned a smaller
replica for the living room. Continued on page 54

TOP LEFT: The use of purple is a
hint of old Hollywood in the walk-in
closet. ABOVE: The home’s details
carry into the primary bedroom.
BELOW: A butterfly inlay is an
unexpected, whimsical touch in the
en suite’s tilework.

FULL SERVICE INTERIOR
DESIGN AND DECORATING
FURNITURE
DRAPERY
BEDDING AND ACCENTS
SPACE PLANNING

556 Edward Ave Unit #83
905-508-5780
Contactus@LumarInteriors.com
www.lumarinteriors.com
Best of
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“I love design,” Mahzad says. “I want my homes
to be as timeless as possible. In all my years of
building, most of my work comes from referrals and
almost every client remains a friend. I’ve been to
their weddings, baby showers and parties at their
house. I’ve even had a client text me in the middle
of the night just to say, ‘Hey, I walked into the living
room tonight and wanted to tell you I still think it’s
gorgeous.’ ” To Mahzad, these are likely the most
satisfying details of all. OH

TOP LEFT: The recreation
room and bar are jazz lounge
chic and ready for entertaining.
ABOVE: Deep jewel tones
and backlighting help set the
mood. LEFT: Entertaining
at home is easy with a
theatre room.
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Impressive 10,000 square foot showroom. Wide range of quality hardwood floors,
wide plank flooring, ACS laminates, vinyl planks and carpets.
8601 Jane Street, Units 1-2, Concord, ON | 905.761.6655 | www.chestnutflooring.ca

